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SO MUCH FOR
THE MEETING

.JFI{ LECTURERS

below) stirred up
campus with their
See
to

(pictured
feelings on
"proof" of
page 4 for
the lecture.

MARK'S AMER(CA drew many
iriterested viewers (pictured
above) to its showing here at
Bridgewater. For one person's
feeling toward the Englishman
and his positive pjcture of
America, please turn to page 3.

THE BEARS WIN over Maine
Mariners 3. 2-6. See page 10 for

the story and stats.

Canada,
What's The Difference?
Jean-Louis DeLisle, the
Canadian Consulate General in
Boston, will make a formal
presentation of Canadian exhibits
at the Clement C. Maxwell
Library. ON October 16, at 11
a.m. the exhibits will be displayed
throughout the library in con·
junction with the new Canadian
Studies
program
of
the
Massachusetts State College
System.
Clarence J. d'Entremont,
Secretary of the New England
Acadain Historical Society, will
be special guest at the
ceremonies. A tour of the exhibits
will be conducted following the
presentation.
The same evening, Professor
John Myers wiH present a lecture
entitled, "Canada, What's the
Difference?". This will be the

first in the History Club's annual
"What's the difference between
lecture series. The lecture will be
the United 8tatesand Canada?"
given in the Library Lecture Hall.
It
compares
geography,
Professor Myers, Ch~irman of
economy, government. and social
the History Department. has done
life of the t.wo ronntrif's.
extensive work in the field of
Another E>xhibit depicts the
Canadian History.
social and economic situation of
Among the exhibits will be,
Canada from the
"Canada,
a
Photographic
. 70's to the 80's. A display of
Essay."
This display was
colorful illustrations will show the
prepared by the National Film
official as well as the day-to-day
Board of Canada. It consists of application of bilingualism. It
fifty-five framed photographs.
points out Canada's interest in
Most of the photos are one foot by promoting two distinct cultural
two feet in size. The display
entities 'flourishing side by side.
in an uncatches Canada
The Canadian presentation will
conventional and eyecatching
be a beautiful and comprehensive
way.
exhibit offered to the Bridgewater
Another of the exhibits is
College Community by the
named.
"What's the DifCanadian Government.
The
ference?". This is an abstract
exhibit will run from October 16 to
configuration with graphic
October 29. Come and find out
panels. It tries to answer in a
just what the difference is'
light-hearted way the question,

.by Sue Lawson
Looking over the agenda from
Tuesday's meeting, it can be said
that the SGA Senate completed a11
business that was before them.
They, the members of the
senate, managed to get throug the
cal) to order and secretary's
report with no problem. but the
treasurer's report hart them
stumped foor a while ..
It seems that 4 checks were
drawn by Pres. Joe, all under
$100, from the 8GA facilities
account. for a seminar he went to
in Lancaster, PA.
WelL the
checks were legal alright. as is
any bill under $100. If they exceed
this amount. they must go
through the senate on an SGA
expenditure, then on to Ways and
Means. But since in total these
checks came to over $200 and
were all for the same acti vity, the
senators questioned the idea of
setting such a precedent. "This
seems to be a loophole." many of
them said. It could provide the
opportunity for problems to arise. ~
"Are we going to wait until
something bad happens and then
fix it?" Confusing? The senators
didn't think so. The question was
called. discussion was ha1ted, and
the report \~laS voted on-it was
tabled.
Next on the agenda were the
Committee and
Executive
reports.
Again the senators
managed to get through these
with the minimal amount of
voting. Under old business, the,
·Career
Counseling
and
Curriculum Guidance Center was
first. Ifwas moved by the Ways
and Means Committee that the
SGA allocate a total of $6,000 to
the center, $2.000 of this coming
from contingincies and $4,000
from the BSC speciaJ funds account. This was passed by a vote
of 18-0-0 and minor confusion over
the need for a copying machine in
the center.
Next. under old
business was Bob Clark, a
reprenestative from the United
Farm Workers Union asking for
the college's continued support in
the UFW's boycott against the
growers by buying only union
lettuce, and maybe for some
financial help also. The senators
all listened intently as Mr. Clark
told his story and when he was
through they decided no, they
couldn't give financial aid, but

they would keep on buying only
It was also
Jnion lettuce.
.suggested that the senate sent a
resolution to the BPM supermarkets "suggesting" that they
(~arry only union lettuce.
Sen.
Gary Lincoln now asked jf the
senate' had the right to tell a
supermarket what to do. He was
answered by Sen. KE>vij1 Anstin
and secretary Dottie Tisevich,
who said the senate wasn't telling
RPM what to do, they were
merely suggesting, and after all.
anyone can make a suggestion.
Then some of the senators
began to talk about waiting until
they had heard both sides of the.
story; maybe they should have a
representative froll} the Teamsters Union come and give his
side. Oh, yes, and they should
expose this to the students befor
acting on it.
So after an hour of discus-t-jng
the senate decided that they
would have a meeting with
representatives
from
the
Teamsters. lTFW. AND RPM
before sending the letter. Oh. and
continue to buy only union lettuce.
lfnder ne\;vbusiness. the Right
~md Freedoms Committee introduced three proposed amendments to the constitution. The
senate voted to rtivide the'
question. vote on each amendment separately. They never
really got past the first part of the
first amendment before deciding
to undivide the question ~md send
them back to the committee. This'
time to Legislature Affairs.
Last on the list. besides announcement and adjournment.
which always seems to go
smoothry, was the Commuter
Associa tion.
This is a new organization
designed primarily to unify the
cmmuters on campus and make
them more aware of what goes on
in school. They were recognized
by the senate for use of facilities
and for funding. The latter which
stirred up some commotion in the
senate. But it settled down quick
enough when everyone, includiQg
the treasurer, understood that
there was no money being given
azay·at that tim€'.
The
senate
was
just
recognizing the C.A. in case they
need to comE> up for funding.
The lagenda was completed: somu('h for the meeting.
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Sign up in The' Comment
or The Hard Times offices by
Friday.
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Much Talk! !

Philosophically, THE COMMENT attempts to be objective
in its news reporting. This weeks' front page article concerning
SGA didn't make it but considering the activity in the Chambers,
we don't think the reporter should be blamed for her sarcasm.
The entire Student Government Association needs to step
back, take a good look at itself as a functioning body and get
its shit together. There has been needless tackiness from the
executive branch, aimless bantering from the legislative and a
big zero from the judicial. Not very impressive.

It is d shame, a scandal to
civilized society that part only of
the citizens should be sent to
colleges and universities to learn.
to cheat the rest of their
liberties.
I

In particular, some of the semators should shape up and
think before they open their mouths. It would almost appear
that some of them don't really care what they say as l.:mg as tbey
they can hear themselves talk. I seriously wonder if these re.
presentatives have read their own Constitution. That might help.
The judiri al section of the government is in an even worse
state; at least the legislative branch is alive and operating, the
student court is effectively dead and has been for some time.
With 'only 2 justices appointed out of a totj,l 7, it hasn't gotten
on its feet since last spring's resignations. The real problem with
the court, however~ is that it is barely effectual even when fully
staffed. The powers of the court should be redefined and the
Executive Board and Senate made awa£e of these powers. Then
perhaps, justices, if finally appointed, can do something. Maybe
we could even think about creating a court to hear disiplinary
infractions as well as a judical rev~ew.

Robert Coram;

1791

SGA, you're in a position to be an effective campus body.
Look, there actually are some interested people in your gallery
every Tuesday night. Don't put them off with uncalled for
tackiness, and a general bad case of do-nothing-but-talk-alot.

NMD

,DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Note: To el~minate confusion and insure pu,blication of submitted
copy w(> are enforcing the followinl! strict deadlines. All copy should
be received no later than the times li~ted htalo\l'.
MONDAY at 5:00 p.m.
Classifieds
Advertising And AI) Other Notices.
Copy should be typed (or le~ible)
and on one Sloe vi tne ~~r

TUF.:SDA Y at 5:00

Mike Vieira

Editor-in-OUef

p.m.

Articles
Pictures

Kathy Bennett

Nancy Doherty

Thank you,
The Editors

......----photo-sensitive .-----.

,Managing Editor

Office Manager

Linda Maloney

Anne Collins
Advertising'Manager

Businea Manager

Art: Mary QUia, Kenney

Spar1a

Dave Trudeau .. ·Editor
KeVin Ruroa - Aaaistant ~tor

WRlnNG RTAFF

Riet TonDer
an.ct"
Mart DoaneIIy

Neeblem

PROO(ff"'tft)N STAFF

Robert DeYouag·

Toni Coyne
Marty Conceicao
,Cathy Winslow

'Valerie A. Homes

Linda JoImIon
Sue Lawson
Diet Steadman

John Moore
Debbie Nolfi

~ Sutherland
Jodie 'BaiJey
.
Rick Pacbeco-

Dap"
Kanm 7..ektlick
AVI

Russell Shirley
Janet Kelly
Patricia Nickerson
80n Nazarian

Irene Kopel
Jo--Ann Giraldo
Rria.n Moynihan
. 'Peter Rieser
Wayne~uIt

Amt'lia fJalladino

The COMMENT is a student su
"
,
newspaper serving the a{'ade . pported a~ ~rated v."t'E'kly
S~te .CoIlege. FAitorial polie
~femm.unlty of BI'idR~'a~f'I'
Chief In consultation with the ~. s. Mnlned by the F<Jitor-ll'mate~a~ printed i1ereinis fOrbiddtona~thoutaff. Republications <!f ~u •.
permiSSIon of the F.ditor-in-Chier ~terst the ex~ \lTltt"'
ra ed but are limited to 250 •
to the editor are ..,...
si . but names will be withheTdorda or less. Allieters lY'ust ~
:)eel to condensation Advert' . upon.~. Letten are ilbI(t
reQaeIt.. All
rates will be avaiJabfeo '1fOII
MENT Brldpwaler Ie {'.ell- 8~ addr ! lied to ~ rolf~.
ft(!water. "'us. FJtw. . .
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TRAVELING IS A STATE
OF MIND'

by Michael Vieira

The posters throughout the
Arlo Guthrie's "Good Night think- and Ii ve.
He is a very deep person. He
BridgewqJer Campus showed a
America", IOTruckin"', and
peers
though his thick, wireGreyhound With a Cl~mera instead
severa] instrumentals.
The
rimmed
glasses and speaks
of a head. They urged us to "glide
music gives even broader depth to
gently.
Dressed
in the casual
across 100,000 miles of the USA"
the movie,
Most are about
clothes
of
youth,
open necked
for what woutd be "the ~IP
traveling, the type most apA LIFETIME!".
preciated when heard on the radio shirt, denim, boots, his bearded
It was more. It was an
during a long drive. Bel'e. they gace has the lines of a traveler.
audio-visuaJ experience, a
solidify the individual clil'S into There is still an evident English
accent in his voice, "Sometimes
REA WAKENING of the po~tive one visual experience.
you get tired of the road, and want
feelings we all have (a Ith gh
The total effect is "Mark's
some are more deeply hidd p)
America" . The one hour to settle into a warm home with a
about America, but more it was
presenta tion
advertised a a family, but you have to weigh
the story of a man named Mark,
"Free-Ride!" by the colleges and both sides and see which you wnat
and his in~ight into a country and
universities he shows it at. Ad- to do most of the time." He has
its people.
mission is usually free, with the already decided. "I think I'm
Mark Bristow left his job in an
sonpsoring institution
or getting too near,_ he backs off.
English insurance company six
organization paying his flat rate. I'm getting to be a crochety old
years ago and came to the United
. States. For him, America was a
new experience. cverything~~==~==:::::::::::::;;::::::::;;:::::::::::;;~:::::1
fascinated him.
He traveled
throughout the country. meeting
people and taking movies, living
on the road in a beat-up VW bus.
There was no disappointment
here. he had read HJack
Kerouac's book On the Road,
about a rea die in the fifties, and
1IfII'....~. .
he was in America doing it.
This positive attitude. towars
the country came thou~h in his
films. Splicing and editing the ~::~:!~:'
twenty-seven hours of film, he"
came up with a new variation of ,;.;.;,,;.;.;,;.;.;.,
home movies. Mark sets up four
eight mm cameras to project on
four screens. This represents the
four time zones of the United
States: the west coast is on the \.-~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _WI
left, the east is onthe right and
Rocky Mountains, Central. and
SOl;lthern states are in between.
The traveling from college to
Images of houses and fields .. college has 'e'nabled him to take man" when someone gets too
people., coastal towns anrl more movies The version out now, near he backs off.
deserts, flowers. mountains anc is the same one he's had for a few
Home for Mark is presently
years, he's presently in the Bristol, Rhode Island. although he
prairies.
cities inclpding both the beautiful process of "weaving" a new some times feels it is merely a
and ugly of America all flash on version. "I've found I've become "mailing address". Living in
the screens. There is no l<gical more picky in editing" he said, a New England, his new version
progressiop for the individual result of leC'!rning more about his will have footage on Narragansett
Bay,
and
Southeastern
screen, the images fly by creating work.
For Mark, it isn't work, it is a Massachusetts. He is interested
an effect much like looking out a
car window. Sometimes, in fact, lifestyle. "Traveling is a state of in Americana. The old beautiful
the film was taken through the mind. Some people can go many homes, the sea , people doing
miles without seeing anything, things the way they have for
VW window.
others
can travel in their back years.
His home movies have been
yard".
Its all in the way you
Mark Bristow is a v:ery positive
b~cked with music, folk-rock:
person. He shows the good parts
of city-life, the had. and the
beauty of the natural wonders.
"Mark's America" is about
America, a traveler named Mark
who' realized its beauty,
and
every person who has seen the
beauty of l~fe in America.
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TRY US YOU;U LIKE US
CAMPUS

TYPING

SERVICE
For all. your typing
needs... Any length of
papers. large or small
Call 697-6226 ... also ...
Resume Preparations
etters of Application

FL YING PIZZA
Tel

697-8631

Bridgewater delivery only
Tues.-Sun.
(5: 00-11: 00)
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SCIENCE
ABS'TBACTIONS
edited by Toni Coyne

World P9pulation Conference
(CN)Though the world's population increased by three million additional people during its two-week course, the First World
.
Population Conference ended in Bucharest on Aug: 30., with
a "plan of action" aimed at slowing down international population growth.
The vaguely-worded, diplomacy-heavy uplan" was a political
compromise worked out by the135 nations that attended the
United Nations-sponsored conference. The original Conference
theme was that excessive population threatened worldwide development and resources and that population limitation should be
a major compo net of development policies. Opposition from
underdeveloped nations - many of which are indifferent to population explosion and outnumbering the industrialized world at
the Conference by more than two to one - revised the theme to
emphasize economic development as the prime means of so1"vi ng
population problems.
The basic recommendation of the declaration is that nations
strive to reduce the present two percent annual increase in world
population to 1.7 percent by 1985, with the reduction to be
effected entirely among the underdeveloped nations, which have
about two-thirds of the world's population.
Most of the 340 proposed amendments came frum Sovietbloc countries and Latin American countries with large Roman
Catholic populations. Some countrhs) such as Brazil and Argentina, believe thgt they need more population for economic
growth, while other underdeveloped nations seem to believe that
the affluent nations are trying to limit world populdion.
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Endangered Species

.

CREEPY CRAWLERS
(CPS)Spiders, snakes and other small and crawling cre:.tiures '
scare many people. For some people, though, this fear is 'so
intense that mere avoidance of the little creepy crawlies only
temporarily relieves their anxiety.
.
John Lick, assistant prof of psych at the State Univ. of Buf-.
falo, is interested in curing - or at least reducing - unnecessary and
excessive fears. Lick directs the university's free treatment program for phobic individuals, which has been in existence sine '70.
A phobia is a fear which is "unrealistic in intensity given the
realistic dangers," says Lick. Someone with a snake phobia, he
explains, might feelexttemel y uncomfortable or threatened,l
even if the sn~.'{es were locked safely in a cage.
Though the program 'deals primarily with spider and snake
phobias, treatment has. been offered to people with fear of heights
.
and social situations and enclosed spaces. .. Some phobias are
harder to treat than others," says Lick, "and agrophobia (the
fear of leaving one's house) is nearly impossible to cure."
Lick employs several techniques in treating phobias. In one·
method, known as systematic desensitization, Lick teaches the
patient deep muscle relaxation. One the patient is completely
relaxed, Lick constructs a series of imaginary, an~iety-producing
situations.
After leading 'the patient through a riunibe,r, of these imaginary fear situations, Lick talks with the patient· about the actual
object of his fear.
H Anticipation of the phobic object usually produces the peak
fear reaction, and the participants find the actual fear-object
less disturbing than they had imagined'. So there is a reduction
,
in fear I" says Lick.
Another more drastic method directly exposes the patient to
his phobia. Lick maintains that the more contact the patient has
with the dread object, the less he will eventually fear it.
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The SGA

Appropriation

and the World Economy
BY Edet Hued
At a time when the national trade deficit has surged to a
record 1. 3 billion dollars, the oil import cost continues to climb
and the overall import increased by 5.2% while the exports gained
as low as only .8%. It is perfectably understandable why the SGA
revenue allocation should be of interest to the members of the
college community. The fact that money should be wisely spent
and that programs that are not working should be discontinued,
need not be emphasised. At a time as this, like most difficult
times, we should be cautious that we do not allow our emotions
to dictate to our conscience a measure which results in panic and
confusion. This is not a time to make headlines on how inflation~
aryour allocation is without proper justification. It is not a time to
create an unfair situation whereby an improper use of our revenue
could be continued without oppostion. Or to create a situation
. in which a segment of our community program could be discontinued without very good reasons.
Rather this is a time more than ever that the college community has to come together closer than before. We can no more
afford to oppose for opposition sake. Our diversity of purpose
should not be for self glorification but for the well-being of the
entir,e community. We have to co-operate to make sure to that.
Ours is the duty to gear all our,possible know-how to sustain the
college through this hard time. It is a time to reassess our positions and make constructive recommendations toward the programs we are following. If we have to recommend a cut or continuation. .of any program, it should be with earnestness of pur"' pose and within some economic advantage but wi\h no abandon. ment of our responsibility to our community. The headlines and
reactions in last weeks campus newspapers on the 8GA revenue
allocations prompted my researching into how we criticised most
of our programs. I decided to study in detail whether the most
criticised organization - the Afro-American Society was properly
or improperly criticis~d in the articles in the newspapers. 1. am
not going to repeat what the newspapers said because the most
important thing here is what I found out.
I discovered in my record digging that the 3/4 senators who
voted to sustain that society did so with a very good knowledge
of their good service to the college community, in that, with ~.
that, with their knowledge of the Afro-American Society not only
serves 1.2% of the college community but the entire college community and that most of the money the society receives is used
in the development and maintainance of a cultural.centre. The
cultural center acts as a sort of cultural laboratory. Ahd this,
if developed and funded properly, could become a future museum for Bridgewater State College. According to the COMMENT
issue of 30th September 1971, the cultural center is opened to
all members of the college '~ommunity and most of the items
in the centre had been on display in the Student Union display
gallery. The membership of this society is opened to all members of BSC's students and the meetings are on Tuesdays, 11
o'clock weekly.
This in·depth research report into the most criticised organization according to the front page article of the COMMENT
of September 26th 1974 is necessary in my opinion because I
hope it is our mutually shared confidence that we are not adv.)cating indiscriminate discontinuations of our essential educational programs or related social programs which act as bridgeheads on which our vital learning processes are built. It is
important that at a time when the criticism of officials is popular, that we do not criticise without sustantiating and documenting our sources. Our readers may not be in a position to
know better, so it is our duties to give the public a chance to
assess our leaders in an atmosphere of intellectual honesty.
It is my view and that of the majority of the college community that we owe to ourselves and to Bridgewater State
College a duty that we exploit, this hard and tempting time,
only for the betterment of the community.

"'TRUST M.E."
any pmfit thE' program madf'. and
it couldn't havE' hE'E'n a
largp

more]FK

on JFK
F:rlitor:
An (lxcellent program on the
.J~"K assasination as h('ld 0<'«.'2
in til{' StT Mailroom. f'ontrary 10
Ihe article in the f'ommf'nt. which
ilt best was
mediocre. the
program was informativE' and it
raised se-riolls questions regarding the late President Kf'nnC'dv's

~asjnations.

a

TIl(' ill' ('11 , nf

'11('

Wa ....t'll Commissicm H('port.

It

was not nnoth('1' blood ami
yiol('t1('(' sid(>show. IlS th~ ~om
Ilwut at·tid" slIgg('sts.hnt ,'atilf'f
a IH'Ogl":l1ll for thos(' int('r('s'f'd
lInel in'('IIi~('nt ('nough to qu('stion
\\'h~' and to s('('k til(' tt'llth ",lwll it
is sadly

la('kjn~.

TIll' ('omll1f'llt
I I1S(, that (('rill
lo()sc'ly. intima 'f'S fhat til(' .JFK
1'('IHn·t~I·.aJl(1

was to mnk(' til(' pllhlk pn,,!!:raIU was lHakin/.{ :l suhaWaI'{' of SOIll(' oHhp d('('('ptiOfls
stanti:ll pa-ofi, t \\'Iw ...• is his
:tJut UIl"'uths which ahotuui in th(' 1)I'unf'! It would S(,(,1ll to flH' that
IJro~nlJ1l

..
'

~

. " . ,-.
..

...

~

..

was

fund ('fforts to find th(' truth.
l'athE'I' than t~ massivf'ly fund
('Horts to hide thf' truth as we
Ilainfully have learned i th{'
infamous WatE'rgatf' affair?
Th~ Commpnt report('r in his
articl" wondprs what hp was
doing at thE' pmgram. I wondpr if
11(' was ('VPIl thpl"e at all. Th(' ,JFK
program r('vipw was ('('rtainly a
pOOl' ('x('us(' for an a.·tielf'.
I
suggpst th" said r('portf'r stick to
Howdy Doody f('atm'f's whkh art'
{'OIl11l1('nSllt'atf' to his rf'porting
ahiliti('s.
Stephen .J. McAlarney

letters
n~ar

Sinff' 'admission

Pl"Orit

FREE. would he uSf'd to further
I'{'sf"lr('b and investigation of th(' ..
.JFK assasination.
Isn't it far
IwU(,1" and in thp puhlic intE-rE-st to

Mr. Skip "Skipper" Maloney:
I was appa,lled by your review
of last Oct. 2 f' .ening's presen-'
. tation of "Who Killed JFK". I
thought (hoped) at first that you
were being facetious. but in
subsequent discussions with you,
you revealed your complete
seriousness. Therefore. I feel I
must respond in writing to you
The fact that you actually
mean that .you
e would have rather
seen a bigger turnout for "Howdy
Doody" than for this disturbs me
more than the fact that you obviously missed the program's
point completely. You even indicated that you yourself would
sooner see Howdy Doody than the
possible answer to the most
vicious cri me of the past 10 years.
To me this just ('xemplifies the
person too wrapped up in his
nostalgia and yearning for the
"good old days" to be concerned
about issues and problems in his
own time and how to go about
correcting them. Too many of
this type of people have allowed
the problems to persist. and many
of them can be found on this
campus. I thought that the large
audience at the JFKpresentation
showed a welcome reversal in
some people's attitudes. Not so
apparently in yours, Skip.
The purpose of the presentation was not "show e'm blood"
then to' ease the tension "make
'em lau/th." The laughter was not
because people think this
evidence is funny. hut because
the absurdity of the official ex•

,,~ b '.

"

•

•

planations (i.e. Warren Report) is
beyond belief. As co-editor of
culture and with your theater
background. I should think you
could recognize biting satire when
you see it.
The evidence these people
presented
raises
obvious
questions. The.facts are there but
unfortunately the people involved
are unknown. How can they tell
you "who" when no one knows
and anyone who has tried to find
out has been silenced.
The
criminals are· stilI free. mainly
because people like you report
this to the campus community
and can only say "So what?" Well
I want to do what you should have
done. To anyome wh . feels, like I
do, that they are sick of lies and
bullshit surrounding the killings
of JFK, RFK, Martin Luther
King, and even Watergate, write
your congressman or other officials and insist on reopening the
JFK case. Get the facts and attend eye-opening experiences like
the one on Oct. 2. Don't just sit'
back and h pe for the good old
days, for they are gone forever,
'Sincerely,
.
Ralph Zusman

Mr. D.E.T.

well as a lot of other people
to be a little upset over. Now
could see somebody
.
something derogatory if-you
the facts to back it up, but
D.E.T. seems to possess
solutely no articulate hotlrnali~;tie
qualities about- hiTIi.. about the "sad shape of
here": and goes· on to say. that);
am' "2-nd Vice-President of
SGA' and yet Jim has a
knowledge of what is going on."
Well, if Mr. D.E.T. had bothered
to do his homework and looked for
the facts, he would have found
that last spring when the Cross- .
Country Team dId rip their 24
hour jog, I hadn't even been
elected to the 2-nd VicePresidency so how could I have
dedicated the field at this time if
in fact it was the official time to
have been done.
So it would seem that Mr.
D.E.T. hasn't a leg to stand on as
far as knowing what is going on
here at BSC. He talks of me
having a "limited knowledge of
what is going on", yet he knows
everything and further more has
thefacts to back them up'? I don't
think so.
I would seriously like to rap
Mr. D.E.T. and let him find
out just how much I do know about
what is going on, but I d-oubt i
would ever get the chance. A
person who would write in this
type of fashion and sign it only
with his initials would never show
his .face. Mr. D.E.T. , I can't
really blame you.
Jim Wilde
2nd Vice-PreSident, S.G.A.

the

In view of the slam 1 very
unjustly received in last week's
COMMENT by a Mr. D.E.T., I
would simply like to lead this noname out of the ozone.
.
Theso-called dedication hy the
Cross Country team last spring
was an undertaking of their own
accord and in the eyes of the
college hierarchy was anything
thanks
but an official opening. The fact
Thank you for your story on the'
is that the dedication speech I
presented was for the OFICIAL Flora M. Stuart Memorial"
dedication of the new field. This Fountain. While the Alumni
speech and presentation of the Association was very happy to be .
flag was requested of me by both . in a position to assist in .the
Mr. Edward Mea'ney, Director of project. the money for the
Student Union and Mr. fountain was given to the Alumni
Edward Swenson. Director of Associa tion from the estate' of
Athletics. The reason that the Charlotte V. Stuart.
Whatever the source of tbe.
official dedicatiori came at a
money
may have been, theJact'
footban game rather than a cross
country meet is probably because rem~ins that the Student
Board of Governors pajd a
football, in terms of drawing a
crowd is a major intercollegiate deserved tribute to Flora
sport wheras c,~oss country is only Stuart whose year as a
second rate. (And please note, I teacher in the Burnell School
label the two sports thusly only service as executive se(~reltaI"Vo
the Alumni Association
speaking in terms of drawing
crowds.)
.
unselfishly given.
Mr. D.E.T. also went on to rar
myself and the SGA. which I as Very cordially vours
V. James DiNardo .
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Dylan Is Recording
ES Although the label didn't expect him back so soon, Bob
Dylan is back in the Columbia Recording Studios in New York
for the first time in tvlfl'J years. The sessions reportedly have
been electric, rather than accoustical. Joining Bob in the studio~
have been Eric Weissberg and Barry Kornfeld. By the way, Bob
is doing his recording in ;3tudio A, the first studio he ever laid
a track more than a decade ago.

Elvis----Speaks • And In
Your Own Living Roont
ES The latest item available for Elvis Presley fanatics is a
talking album, "Having Fun With Elvis On Stage."
The album, comprised of spontaneous remarks made by Elvis
during. many of his performances on recent concert tours, was
previously availabel only as a souveni1: at the Rock eN Rollers personal appearances. However, it is now being released nationwide on RCA and will coincide with Elvis' forthcoming tour
beginning September 28.
Presley's album demonstrates the good-time rapport he has
with the audience, as well as an insight into the superstar's humor.

Stevie Wonder
ES More Wedding bells, Stevie Wonder will marry his secretary Yolanda Simmons; so far, no news as to the date.

George Harrison

On Tour
ES That American concert tour by George Harrison we
promised you has finally been announced officially. Harrison, ~n
his first public appearance since the concert for Bangladesh, will
share the bill with the mnster of the sitar, Ravi Shankar.
(Tour dates are for N'E. area: Dec. 10, Boston; Dec. 11,
Providence)

The ('omin·en.1,
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RICK WAKEMAN
ROBERT BUTLER

by

For those who attended the
performance of Rick Wakeman at
the Music Hall, the experience
was one of divergent spectrum.
Wakeman's union of vibrant rock
with the subtle strains of classical
music created an audio tapestry
of masterpiece proportion. His
ability to transform electroni c
generation into fluid yet structured patterns which can co-exist
with traditional structure is a
mark of his genius.
Wakeman recently left the.
group Yes, a group which owes
much of its present day
to the
innovative
composer-mu~ician.
He is
presently on tour promoting his
two solo abums "Six Wives of
Henry VIII" and
"Journey to the Center of the
Earth" .
The "Wizard appeared for two
shows at the Music Ha11 on Oct.
generally the case the second
show overshadowed the first.
Resplendent in a white satin
pantsuit over which he wore a
full-length cape hordered with
silver, Wakeman's appearance
reflected the energy of his music.
The first half of the program
consisted of segments from his
"Six Wives" album.
Moving fr,om the melancholic
Catherine nf Aragon to the
vivacious Catherine Howard he
exhibited his ability to project
human characteristics through
composition .with five minutes to
go until intermission Wakeman
transformed the atmosphere into
one of gaity through the aid of
strobe lights. Accompanied by
fOHf dancing flappers. he played a

variety of old time honky tonk
rags, the strobes giving the stage
the appearance of a 1920's silent
movie.
The second haif of the show
was of more grandiose scale.
Assisted by the National.
I Philharmonic Orchestra and
: narrator David Hemmings, he
I proceeded with his musical
interpretation of Jules Verne's
"Journey to' the Center of the
Earth". It was time for the
audience to sit back and go for a
musical trip. The skillfu1 blending of orchestra with keyboard
nided by the narration hy Hemmings transported - the observer
into a world of fantastic occurance.
Wakeman was not
satisfied with the audio, however,
for he produced from the depths
of the orchestr . pit two
imaginatively constructed sea
monsters who proceeded to fight
to the death with astounding
realism. It was a total feast for
eye, ear and mind.

I

In
Singers
(who
performed
flawhlssly) :were two vocalists
'e
who were a bit shaky on the high
notes, heavy on the accent, and
generally non-intelligible. Basist
David Winters, guitarist Michael
Egan. and drummer Barry de
Souze provided Wakeman with
the heaby rock riffs characteristec of his music.
They
performed well, but were completely overshadowed hy the·
"Wizard".
Wakeman
was
con eniaI. l>umerous at times, but
lways WI ('nt('rtaining. During
bl't"aks, .(' would fr('qlH'ntly
tn('ntion ·lm(' humorous asp et of
Am('rieall jife (primarily t.v.) and
allow th(' audinc to laugh at
tiwtns('lv('s.
His ('n('or(' • a
symphoni<' prf'sf'ntation of tht' five
worst ctnnwrcials on h'lC'vision
was most ('nt('rtaining. Wrigll"Y's
Spl"arm int Gum and Hold
df'tf'q~('nt w('rt' tht' primary
ohj('cts of Wak('man's attack 011
('omm('rcial t ..l('vision.
It would suffice to say that the
program was a total musical
experience. The flawless performance of the "Wizc..rd" was
reflective of his previous musica1
instruction ( ten years of classical
training at st. Giles CripplegateL
His performance with Yes
brought him "into focus as an
excellent musician. but perhaps it
is just the beginning for tis
remarkable composer-musician,
the "Wizard",
Mr.
Rick
Wakeman:

LECTURE
.
sponsored by
.
Earth Sciences and Geography Dept. & Club

on Thurs. Oct. 10 at 7: 30 p.m.
in the Library Lecture Hall

,

Dr. Moha1rtlned Geith
on
''A Geologist View of

j
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Calif. Official Wants

~

\

Anti-Terrorist
War Gallles

\

!

1
,

,

ES California Attorney General Evelle Younger told the Sen'ty f:'·ubcommittee this week that he believes that
ate InternaI Securl :.')
. 'b'
.
t
'th'
the
D'S . (are planning to mark the nation s. 11terrons S WI In
"
ntennial birthday with what he called" an era of supervlO ence.
ce
I d l'n testimony that he had unsuccessfully atYounger revea e .
" . " h
. t
_ d t . t bi' h a "Wnr Games Project wlthm testate 0
tempte 0 cs a IS ,
; 1 tho t th idea has so far met
a
e
d ea1 with terrorist actIOns. Heff'SIL(
. I
with resistance from federal 0 lela s.
.
.
Younger s."id that terrorist groups in the .u.S are fman,cm g
stolen credit card~, anddf<lre
themselves by bank robberies and
1 . 1
or
.learning to. use chemical and b'10og1ca
wea pons deslgne
.
mass destruction.
, f
t'
t Younger "Bits and pieces of m onna IOn ...
·
Accord mg 0
,
. d'
t'
th t plans are
ppearing in the underground press m lCa lUg a.
' . f
:~;e=dY being formulated to inS'll'f~ that ~he ~oOth a~l1lVerRary 0
VIOlence.
d tl t
the Dnt'ted States. is matred with domestic
I t'
this year - urge
lU
The California official - up for re-e ec IO~
'., _
"
.
.'
f h'dd'
potatIOns from paymg rem
all states pass leglslatlO~ or I mg c~r bb' d for a similar law in
,
som demands to terrorIsts. Younger 0 . Ie
California following the Patricia Hearst kldnappmg.
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MOVIES

CONCERTS

THE 1974 BOSTON FILM
FESTIVAL

SA NDERSTHEATRE

This year's film festival will be
_presented· at the Orson Wells
Cinema, Oct. 13- 22. Many of the
best foreign films will be shown.
Included is a film honoring
director Jean Renoir which has
been scheduled for Sunday, Oct.
13 at 4:30PM. The German
classic, "The Last Laugh" will be
shown on Monday at 2:00 PM.
Robert Bressons film, "Lancelot
of the Lake" will be p ~sented on
-Wednesday at 9:30 PM. The 1974
film, "Steppenwolf" has been
scheduled for Friday at 9:30 PM.
Many other fine films will be
presented. For more information
consult THE
BOSTON
PHOENIX or call 868-3600.

TajMahal
Oct 13

David Bromberg
OcLl8
Fairport Convention!
-Sandy Denny
Oct. 28
Boston Garden
The Marvin Gaye Show with

Me Gorgeous George

THE ARTS

Oct. 11
Sfeve Wonder
Oct. 19
Chicago
Oct. 22 (also at Provo
Civic nr. Oct. 19)
Elton John
Nov. 20

Springfield Cymphony Orchestra
Robert Gutter. conductor
presenting: The TempestTchaikovsky; Concerto #3 for
piano & orchestra-Beethoven
Wed Oct. 16, New England
Conservatory of Music
Jordan Hall. 8 p.m.
info. 536-2412

ABBEY

MUSIC HALL
.Jefferson Starship
Oct. 12 & 14

Santana!Tower of Power
Oct. 20
Va n

IVforrison

Oct. 27
(Va Morrison!Terry Rf'id
Palace Theatre .. R. T. )
RIH TCE Springs teen/Dr.
John
Oct. 2H

Loggins & Messina/ POCO
Nov. 3

David Bowie
Nov. 14.15.16

()HPHI~{TM

Authentic Vpnetian palace witb
courtyard Tues. 1-9:iJO.
Wed. -Sun. 1-5::~O
classical tunes Tues at 8.
Thu & Sun at 4. info:
n4-1:159
OKTOBERFEST
at the International Institure,
287 Comm Ave- Roston
Sun pct 13 7-11p.m.
music by the Boston Bavarian
Orchestra. pxotic edibles &
lots of ethnic fun for only
$3.50

Suther, Hillman & Furay!
. Danny Fogelhurg
Oct. 11

.Jackson B~()wlH:'!W('ndy
Waldman

Od. In
.Jaekson Browt1e!Bonnip
Haitt

2001:

BEACON HILL

A Space 0DDYSEY
Going Places
Chinatown

CHARLES WEST.
CHERI COMPLEX

Animal Crackers
Harry and Tonto
The longest Yard

OARDNER MUSEUM (5661401)
280 The Fenway

ARTS

GARDEN

JEREMIAH Johnson

PARIS

Flesh Gordon

PIALLEY·

Gone With the Wind

PUBLIX CINEMA Midnight Cowboy
SACK 57

That's ENtertainment
The Longest Yard

ORSON WELLS
CINEMA

Rebel Without a Cause
East of EDEN

LINF~

is H recorded calendar of cultural

BROCKTON

happenings arounrl Roston.
Call 2(11-1660

MlTSEUM OF' FINE ARTS
Exhibitions rhronding 60 yrs. of
Pablo Picasso's printmaking
activities- thrll Dec. R -

Animal CRackers
Juggernaut
Harl'owhollst'
Death wIsh

Od. 19-PaJace 'J'htr. R.T.

Bonnie RaittiRoos('velt
Sykl-'s/ Sippie Wallace
Ort. 21
DHve mason! Little F(>af
Oct. 24
Linda Rhonstadt! Livingston
Taylor
Nov. 1

Black Oak Arkansas!
Golden Earring
Nov. ?

PASSIM COFFEE SHOP
(492-7679) Oct 9-13
.
Carolyn Hester/Sweet
Potato Pie

Paper Moon·
Play it AGAIN Sam

CHARLES EAS1

Living the American Arts Series
at Museum of Fine Arts, Tues
Oct. l5-restoring & conserving
furniture, Johnathon Fairbanks
& Vincinte Gerbone

.

Carnal Knowledge
The Graduate

r

ABBEY II
Berklee College of Music
Oct 23-26 at Symphony Han
a series of 5 concerts by the
Berklee College of Music
Concert Jazz ORCHESTRA

For Everyman Coffeehouse
Friday_ nite, Oct. 11, behind
ad bldg. (white bldg.) at 8p,m.
games( bring your cards, dice;
monopoly. riskl FOOT Stompin'
jam ( join in-featuring Billy Wells'
and
his friends.)
.
PAUL'S MALL
Man-Sun The P~rsuasions

FASHION CAREER ..,
LIKE TO OWN A DRESS SHOP?

All NAME BRAND LADIES' WEAR FACTORY FRESH LATEST STYLES

YOUR CUSTOMERS SAVE UPTO 50%
Complete Inventory ... 8eautiful Redwood
Fixtures.~.Complete Training Program

VERY HIGH EARNINGS
INVESTMENT $12,500
VISIT OUR STORES ... TALK TO OWNERS CHOICE AREAS AVAILABLE
CALL COLLECT MR. TODD ... 904/396~1707
OR WRITE HY -STYLE SHOPPE
P.O. Box 26009 .... Jacksonville, Fla. 32218

THEATRE
DRACULA
opens Oct. 31 at Theater 369, 369
Somerville Ave., Somerville
Tues-Sun at 8 p.m. (628-1266)
LENNY
opening Oct. 29 at the Charles
Playhouse, 76 Warrenton St.,
Boston. Tues-Fri 8, Sat at6 & 9:30,
Sun 3 ~ 7 :30 (426-8600)
NO PLACE TO BE SOMEBODY
a black comedy at B.I. Theater,
264 Huntington Ave., Thurs-Sat,
17-19th (353-3392)
.DREYFUS IN REHEARSAL
Schube t Theater, 265 Tremont
St., Oct.IO, 11, & 12-7:30 p.m., 10th
& 12th also at 2.
PERSEPHONE'S RETURN
Rhode Island Feminist Theater at
the Caravan Theater, 1555 Mass
Ave., Cambridge, Fri & Sat Oct 11
&; 12 at 8 & 10 p.m.(868-8520)
UNDER MILKWOOD
by Dylan Thomas, Theater 369
369 Somerville Ave., Somerville'
Every night at 8 thru Oct. 20 (628~
1266)

LITTLE PRINCE
Boston Repertory Co., Thurs-Sat
8:08 p.m., corner of Berkiey &
Marlborough sts. (423~6580)
J~CQUES BREL
Charles Playhouse in the Cabaret,
Tues-Thurs, 7;), Fri. 7& 10, Sat 6
& 9.Sun 7:30.
MOONCHILDREN
Chades Playhouse. Tues-Thurs 8
p.m., Fri. 7-& 10:30 p.m.,Sat 6; :30
& lO,Sun 7:30 (423-2255)
DIARY OF ADAM & EVE
Boston Repertory Co., Every Wed
at 8:08 p.m., corner of Berkley &
Marlborough Sts. (423-6580)
TALL KINGS & SHORT SUB-

JECTS
The Pocket Mime Theater, 67Newberry St., Boston, Thurs &
Fri, 8:30, Sat 7:15 & (:30 (266-' ... ,
1770)
.'
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,Drama OlIb
"

Production:

• •

Naomi Morse
Brian Hall
Susan Castonguay
Ann Young
The production will run from
Tuesday, Oct 22 thru the 26th in
the Student Union Auditorium.
Curtain time is 8:15.
Tickets may be purcha ed now by
calling Ext 247 or 248 or yOU can
pick up your tickets at the Box
Office in the lobby, the evening

Mr. Nickles ,AI Allen
you attend.
H Mi
'.
Prices are $1 50 for students.
J.B.
.
chael Woromcz faculty and s arf and $2.50 for
everyont> else. Group rates arc
Sarah
Helena Antilla
also available.
Barry Lew
Next week's issue will feature a
preview of J.B complete witheast
Patrick Nally
photos and
Kathy Brosnal
hopefull, some comments by
Donna Kane
J.B's director, Stephen Levine.
Susan Moge

mIl

Last Thursday, during the free
hour, the Chorale gave its first in
a series of monthly minh-concerts. The ensemble of mixed
voices pleased the audience with
three numbers.
From their
performance it is obvious that
they are a fine group. Also
performing students in a small
,group cal1ed Chamber Singers.
THey ~xhibited a great amount of
. talent as they gave fditions of
three songs, in eluding two on
Temperance.
Both these groups are under
the direction of Dr. Davedovitch
•and we can all expect many more
of these concerts. The general
concensus of the students was
that the concert was too short.
Prehaps the next one will be
longer.
The next mini-concert has been
scheduled for Oct. 31.

I" 1'1" "I'

hy ,Janice Kelley

I'louds. soaked with

:'"ldl'l1 h1lt's of fbbing light

,\I,.t,,"f;lhlynhs€>rvE" mE"',
a I II"'PI" lill' hE'low that
watches ''1' ~Il'hl 1("lVE' thE' douds.
Ii~e
' n' ;':lin falling to 11 pool.

"11'1' filII circlt':
I stand on the E'dge of my mind
Peering in at chairs
In the· lobby of the Ml:'dulla Hotel.

hy ~()n Hall

God peers in at His churches.
EMPTy-chairs ..... .
have learned sophistication
From a handful of dust: plastic ponies
Sparkle in artificial darkness fo
, Foreign mirth.

,A r10ud rolls hy overhead
seated in its sky of hlue.
Until the gentle hreeze carries it away,
leaving still doudy thoughts of you.

God hears no music from His churches,
Empty chairs ......

As a young child TremE'mher 'WE'1l
th(' need of somE'one warm·
. But with age. it is the way WE' learn to love
hy at timE'S having our hearts torn

J have held life. the fragile hauhleAhove myself-- lipstick and rouge
Hide m('-- I may only hreathe
Though Cover Girl alveoli.

With oprn arms I've searched the world
for a friend to sha~e m~ drE"ams
Rut t he loves T find, thE' loves I ('herish.
SOI1H"how flr('

I have known you a II: hefore the masquerade
We danced scherzos in thewind-- J stumhled
Tnto these :~()O-- I fled ......

11(,\'(,1'

as it

!\nrt .inst as th(' <'ImHl float s thl'lI th .. sk~·.
Residents of Durgin Hall
so will Ill\' dl·t'am::. and wonts
On October 3, 1974 a fire alarm
Here Wf!' go I'ound thE' mulberry hush.
.was pulled in the dormitory at
...~..~.____________~______~
hyR,H
hpproximately 1'30 am. At this . .____________--------~M~.l~II~h~er~r~y~J~)u~s~h_
-.. ,. .=-~....._ J
>time it was my duty: as treasurer
threaten anyont' in giving them
:If the dormitory, to report to' the
this
warning ..
front desk of the building. Here I
Perhaps
the fire laws ,are
met 'wdth' other members of the
'ri'diculous,
but
this is a debatable
Executive Board and we made a
issue. But I find it rather hard to
decision to clear all people out of
the building. At this time I was . debate with the State Fire
-'"
Marshall's findings; It is his
under the false impression that a
feeling that within seven minutes
member of the Ad dministration
of
the outbreak of a fire at least
would be comingto check that the
one
person would be dead. We all
building was cleared out.
that
almost nothing in that
The members of the Exec Bard
AT
building can burn, but it is the
then went through the dormitory
smoke that everyone rightfully
to do out.job. I think it s'Iould be
worries about.
understood that no one was trying
Hopefully, by clearing the
to hassle anyone. It was a job that
building,
we have stopped any
had to be done according to the
other
future
false fire alarms.
state fire laws. I saw my role in
This,
coupled
with
the rumor that
this task to be one of warning -Sizes 3to 20
the
alleged
felonists
have heen
warning of what might happen if
38 to 44
shoulCl
do
the
job.
c,aught,
our phantom administrator had
Again, the point Twant to make
shown up. I want to make it clear
is that neither I, any other
that I was not attem ping to
members of the EEC Board oW
any Resident Assistans t'were
trying to hassle anyone. H's just a
shit job we've got to do.
OAILY'10 A.M. to 9 P.M .• SAT. 10 A.M. tQ 6 P.M.
Robert "Tic" Mansur
Treasurer
Great Hill Men's Residence
DAllY 9 A.M. fa 5:30 • FRI. 9 to 9 '--'-"'-,
,Association
(HFT CER'fIFICATES-LAy.:,l\·WAYS

\ l\M01'SJ
£vef'l0n e

\s 1o\\c.ing
~boU'\ \\

FAMO' 5

LABEL

~GAL'S

CLOTHING
Lindy's Pr~s
Saye

40%,.60%

LINDY'S COOP

" Reflections

[8]14 MAIN ST., PlYM~:' ...

on Am.nesty

Policy"

consultant

HELP US CELEBRA'TE
OUR FIRST BIRTHDA Y

Yolton

Bill

of

on

questions

amnesty

.

National Council
of Otu~che8
Thurs.

FREE ICE CREAM

Oct. ,17,1974

with this coupon

1:00 p.m.
'Green

S(,(,OlS.

S01l1Nla:v soon I'll 1(':1"(' till" NII'th
Hut 1l1~' ,"okf' will h,,\,(' bf'f'1l h('lH·d.

RT. 18, 134 • BROAD ST., BRIDGEWATfR

Rev.
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mind

the

God hreathes-- fE'cls and touches
Empty chairs ..... ,

Great

Mini
Concert

MAT{fRITY

•

of

VISiOnS

J.D.
pn
Oct
22nd,Archibald
Macleish'sPuIitzer prize winning
play, J.B. will have it's opening
performance at BSC. As this
year's entry in thc competition for
the Moss Hart award ••J.B. should
I)rove to be a fine beginning to the
Drama club's exciting SP3son.
The cast of thirteen is nard ilt
work on the final stages of
production and looks something
like this:
MI'. Zuss
Jeff Ent whistle

•

A

Thc"Comml:'nt

Rm.

S.D.

'BSe.

~TIJ~1I1! ONLY.
Y c.ltrS .,-/
open 24 hours
•
Bridgewater

W ,., II"

e .,.,.ue

m

.t.

.~

personals
Mike - Hey Chief, Happy Birthday
and all that stuff. Love, The Gang

Applications, which may be obtained from Mrs. Je" Office of
Student Services, C'tlshould be
returned by November 1 1974.

for sale
11'olk Guitar ( 6-string) - never
used- I didn't get around to
learnin how to play it. Case
included. Will sell for best offer.
Call Jennifer at 587-7155.

wanted
EARN UP TO $1200 a school year
hanging posters on campus in
spare time. Send name. address,
phone and school to: Coordinator
of Campus Representaties. P,O.
Box 1384. Ann aarbr, MI 48106.

Purebred Pekingee. female, 2
yrs. old, had shots, but not
spayed. 96:3-0104.
Folk Guitar (6-string)-never
used-T didn't get around to
It'ul'Iling how to play it. ('ase
includ d. Will s("H for ht"st off('r.
Call .Jennifer at 5R7-7155.

Girl from Montello section of
Brockton needs ride to B.S.C. on
Mon., Wed. and Fri. at 7:30 A.M.
Call Paula at 586-0962.

1969 XLCH, (Har]ey Davidson),
EXCELLENT CONDITION. Call
697-4907, ask for Char1ie, after (1
P.M.

.The Newman Club is holdig a
meeting on Thursday, October 10,
1974 in rooms 205 and 206 of the
Student Union. There will be a
business meeting at 6:30 P.M.
followed by a discussion and slide
show at "7 P.M. The topic of the
discussion and slide show is entitled"American Poverty: A
Reality". Everyone is to attend.
On October 2 9 ,1974 WE
WILL BE HAVING A Hallowen
Party at the Catholic-Center. We
will be having games, food and
music. Furtt,er details wil1 be
announced latt"r.

lost & found

purple key
Lost watch in front of Union
Thurs. Oct. 3 around] 1: 00 P.M. If
you know of its whereabouts leave
info or watch at Info booth - no
()lI('stions asked.

services
Typist available for any type of
papers.
Price according to
number of pages. CaJ] 335-2452.

Lost Monday. Sept. 30 at Great
Hill Commuter Parking Lot - 1
orange poncho and 1 Youngbloods
Albm (around 4:30-5:00 P.M)
have sentimental value. Would
greatly appreciate any info.
Cqntact Lynn Campbell at 238:l418
(reverslCHARGES IF
NECESSARY - BETTER TO
CALL AROUND6'p.M, or later)
Thanx.

newspaper
internships
The Newspaper fund. in an effort
to identify and encourage talented
stuent writers and ('ditors .. is
offering scholarship grants and
assistance in finding summer
newspaper emloyment. Editing
interns wil1 learn about and get
actual ('xperience in the total
newspaper operation.

math club
The Math Club will hold a meeting
on Tues. Oct. 8 in 8208. We will
discuss this year's Him and then
hold a mock math bowl. Come
Hnd join a team! All interested
persons are invol v ed

":ditil1~

intrl'ns
arr
paid
l'("gnwagrs by the participating
l1C'wspdpN'S. SdlOlarships \'ahwd
at $70n ar(" award("d rarh intrJ'n
who sU('cessfnlIy romplC'tes til("
('nUn' sumnWl' of t\ldy and work ..

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FORM
Circle appropriate heading:
LOST & FOllND

I·'OH SALE
1I0l'HIN(;
PI':HHONAL
WAN'fF:n

newman club

HELP WANTF.D

SEHVICEH
Hlln:/IHOI'~HS

WANTBr>

OTHEH

Ad to . r('ad as follows:

The Purple Key Society of
B.S.C. is a newly formed
organization on this campus. The
purpose of the Key is to offer its
services to the college and community of Bridgewater. Some of
the work tha tthE' club dE'als wjth
is: assisting with Senior convocation and graduation. Fresh.
orientatin, Homecoming. Alumni
functions. and llshE'rin~ at social
fllnctionsof the college. In short.
any volunU"t'r work requ("sted by
Bridgl'water statl' Colll'gr and
Community.
This being the beginning of the
new academic year. we are
lookihto increase ou numbers. At
present we are restricting the
membership to male students
only. Eventually. we hope to join
with The W.H.O. (Women Helping
Others), in orer to receive funds
from the S.G.A.
The· only
reuirements for admission are the
filling out of an application and a
willingness to lend your time and
services to the Bridgewater
commity.
Application are
available at the STUDENT Union
informan booth or contact any
Purle Key officer below:
President: Jim Grady (room
311)
Vice President: Dave
Benoit9room 318)
Secretary: Bill Abraham
(room32J)
Treasurer: Mark
Poirier (room 322)
(All of the aboe live in Scott Han.)
Finally we would like to mention
that the success of any
organization on campus depen!is
on student participation. Please
give us a hand.

Paul,
I've heard about too many
hands spoiling the soup but
fingers in the turkey is too much
Guess Who???

Polly - I can't wait to see you. I
miss you very much. I hope you II
wait for me, P.P. All my love,
Jack the D,J.
Happy Birthday John - Luvya,
Donna.

We'd like to thank the people at
the HARD TIMES for letting us
use the IBMs. Without them we
couldn't have done the double
columned features. This is the
kind of relationship the·two papers
should enjoy. Long life the United
Journalist Front! We'll buy the
first pitcher at Danny's.
To J.F. don't worry.aboutthe
B&E charge. We've got bail on
the way. Thanks_ The doctor said
my shoulder will be OK in about a
month.

..
,

.

Classifieds are free for all B.S.C. Students.
For non-sttidents:
Cost is $,()!) per word each time your classified ?rrf'(lfl=
Naill'"
A(ldl'('sS

Phon.('.
~

.....

"

TOTAL EN(,LOS ..~r>

Thousands of Topics .
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-ta-date,
nfl-page, mail order catalog
-of 5500 topics. Enclose.
- $1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).
-

federal career
day

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES~ CA. 90024

All Bridgewater students are

invited to and the fall Federal
Career Day -to be held at the El .
Student Center, . Northeastern
University on October 15.

Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

@3NEA©
SponSors

Educ.ation Weekend· .
CAMP LYNDON, CAPE COD

a:-r.

18.. Iq, !f)

rtf

Topic: IssUeS in Education'WINE ~ CHEESe: PAR,y
OOTDooR ACTIVI'IES
CAMPF-IRES
MuSIC

NEW
I

FRIE~OS

!

WATCH FOR SIGN-UP TASLE.
IN s. U.

EVERYONE

IS

INV, TEt>

!!

~ everV th ing you always wan~e.d
+0 Know qOoo+ edoca-tlcn but were
c

:

Representatives from the major
Federal Agencies will be aailable
·to discus career opportunities· at
the Exhibition Area from 10:00
a.m.· until 3: 00 p.m.
~tudents interested in at-·
tending a Federal Engineering
Career Day should see Martha Js, .
Off tee of StudentServices for
additional information.

a~'rQid

io ask! .

All Students Invited - Field Trip'.
N.E. Aquarium and Mass. Me_d. etr.
on Oct. 19th. Sign up
on bulletin . board next to rm.
Last day for sign up Oct. 11th.
Aquarium-$1.25 with I.D.
Bus-$1.00
Sponsored by Biology Club

OctolH'I'

HI, 1!174
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Student GovernlDent Association
Nommation papers can be picked
up at the Student Union Informa.iion Booth.
Deadline is
October 16 ~t 5:00 p.m. Final
election is October 23.

Meet the Senators
by Sue Lawson

~".'.

the biggest thing SGA does as far
as serving all the students. I think
though that. a better rapport
should be developed between the
cummuting students and SGA to
get them mor I involved in the
school's activities
Their
organization of a Commuter Club
is a major step towards this.
Carol: Yeah, I think it fills needs,
but if we had more student input.
we could do a much better job,
Everyone on the Senate is willing
to work towards improving the
school; and Joe is confident that
this .jSi going to be a good year.

PART II
For those of you who missed
last week's issue here's a brief
summary of what's happening.
This is the second week of interviews with the senators and the
prupose is to rpovide you the
students, with some information
about the representation you have
inthe Senate,
This week we're talking to
Senators, Jeff
Lord and Carol
Sheehan. Sen. Lord is a
representative' from
the
sophomore class and returning
from last year's Senate, Sen.
Sheehan is a first year
representative from the junior
class.
Q: Why did you run for the office
Q: What Committees are you
of Senator in the SGA '!
Jeff: Well, originally because I on?
Ways and Means and
was able to realise about alot of Jeff:
Bookstore
Advisory.
problems -,on campus through
Carol:
Ways and Means,
friends and BECAUSE I wanted
Atheletic
Policy
and Elections
to get involved in SGA myself.
When we all resigned last year, it 'Committee
may not have been the best way of Q: Whate are yur feelings on the
handling the situation but I don't way budgets were handled this
disagree with what Idid , Then or year?
I think that the SGA
Jeff:
now.
Carol: I just wanted to get in- Allocations were done the best
volved I guess. My roomate was way they could have been done
under the framework that now
very active laSt ye:a' amI she
eXiists. The time for a nhange
would teUme what had been going
has deffinately come in regard to
on ~t the meetings, I definatelY
this, This yea.' is a new start for
am going to nm again for next
SGA antI til(' students on this
year though.
C<Hnptls should get togethel' and
Q: Is SGA really functional as far
comt' up with an answel' as as to
as filling the needs of all student§>
just how they want their monies
on campus?
Jeff: This year theSGA is coming Silent,
Caro]: The Ways and Means
out of a dark age after last year.
Committee did the best they could
When we resigned it·was over the
on budgets this year. We notified
constitution and just how much
everyone as to when his c'lub's
powel' tile' Senatt' has. ,Joe's
budget was being done. And,
administl'ation is a detinate
before any of the budgets could be
('hang.~ over' Tom llickey's. He
passed on to the Senate, the whole
<.Joe) has alot of good ideas. the
committee had to vote on them.
Center for Instanc{'. is going to be

is

Freshman

Oass

elections will

he held on Oct. 23
following officers:

for

the

Ken Ottariano

To All Clubs and Organizations
In an attempt to updat~ our
files, the Student Government
Associaion is asking that all
Clubs and Organizations send to
us a copy of their constitution
including any revisions. . We
should, Here's a chance for them would also like the names of this
to do something about it!
year's membership.
Sincerely yours,
Dorothy A.' Tisevich
,Joe Rico
SGA
Secretary
'TO THE FIWSHMEN

As an incoming freshmcm; I
was quite impressed by the large
number of clubs and other extracurricular activities available at
BSe, However J can participate
in only one.
This is due to the
CLASS
every club
fact that nearly
As spnior spnator. this y('ar
meets on Tuesday at 11:00 a,m.
I'vp sP('n many nppdpd imFor example on Tuesday, Oc - prov('mt'nts that d(>!mand atlober 8, at 11:00. the History, t(.ntion
~nd many that will be
Sociology, Biology, and SNEA are cropping up in thp fuhtrp. Now is
.
all meeting. At the Rame thime
th
'Il b
thp tImt' for vou to gt' involvpd in
erlt~ WI't t' e I" lecture in thp dptt'rmi~ation of.thp futnrp of
u IgravI
an . tht' school and vour class, To gt't
•
,
. ' t at' JOna acrobatics
a d mIlliS
ra
IOn
rarreer
coun-·
' frpshman vear IS
.
.
mvolvt'd .
m vour
}
' vr,n- ess('ntialb('('al1!H'
.•.
.
.se mg
t program , ca M
USIC
VOll will have
coun er and a talent Rhow put on .
.
b th Af
four full yt'ars to hav(" a say in
y e
ro-Am.
how thOIS SC h
• run, Ont'
00i 'IS bf'mg
Maybe there is
f!'lme reason .'xampl(' of thp issues you will
t ha til: 00 on Tuesdav
is con- deal with is th(' ism" of gen("J'al
.
vient. I don't know. Hut if there .('ducation rf'qul:'('mf'nts,
.
Thf'st'
isn't, something should be rlone. art' v('ry important bf'('allsP tht'y
Recently
somp
Student will govern your acad("mic
Government memhers
and sub,jPct choict's.
My timt'· at
others complained Ihat
some Bridg('wat('r is drawing to a clost',
dubs weren't serving as hig a Your time is now! Gt't involvedpart of the Rtudent hody as they partieipatp in your govt'rnm("nt.

M

WE GOOFED!
Correction in last week s article "It Happ(>nt'iI at th('
M(,t'ting", which stat..d IInd .. r
Athletic Polici('s Committ('(' that
...... 0 alcoholic bt'vpragf's will be
allowf'd at th .. games with the
('xct'ption of be('r in p"apt'r cups,
which will be sold at tht'
Homt'coming Gamf'o"
This is only being discussed by
the ATHLETIC Policies' Committee; that they may try to sell
beer at the Homecoming Game.
The policy as it stands now is that
no - alcoholic beverages are.
allowec;l at the games,
SJL

In Response to George
(;('orge Suthpr/and
Senator
l'arge. expreRRPd in the
('ommpnt . Od. ::l. IhM ... " To
live one organization almost
three thoLlsand dollars nnd three
faithfully." H(' goPfO on to fOay .....
('\('nsider Ihe impact to .kwish.
f<'l'e nch, (lnd Germ(ln cultures
that they havp had on thp A'
IlWl'ican way of life and YOII will
hegin 10 st'(' why tlwRe other
organizations have be('n Ilnjustily
wronged."
lack of harmany and lInot'rstanrling in his
slat('nlf'nts nrp that duhfO' Hnd
organizations on eamplls. lip IIntil
now. have heen nllo('alf'(i funds on
Ih£' hasis of N('('(l, How('vf'r. if the
S.G.A, (or memh£'l's of the
S.n.A,) feel Ih::lt it's wrong to
11('(>d, or should J say. if it is wrong
10 lise need as thE' crit('ria for
a Ilocatin~ funds. it follows that
Ihe only fair solulion would he to
f,!ive ('very dub
organization
an <}rross-thE'-board n11or<\tion...
This m('ans from the Drama Club,
who l't;>cE'ived OVE'r 1l.OOO rlollars to
let's say. the German C'lub. who
W,lS awarded $120 this year.
On
the hasis of being f'qually fair.. ..
I hese tllloca tions w('rE' not.
how('ver. on tre has is of n(led: it's
obvious Ihat on(' organization
may need more than another.
Giving furthE'r understand ng
nt'orgt' Sutherland would likf'
liS to hE:'lieve that hE'('(lnsp the
S.G.A. hungled many (lspects of
Ihp hud~et hearings, that Wp
should "fakt' a hard look at surh
('ultura I im;titul ions."
HOW
i\RStTRD!
A much more'
,11-

This is a resp,on se to an aOT
icle that appeared ip'· thE' Ort. :~,
('om rnent
hy
Gpol'ge
F.
Sutherland .Jr, VIEWPlONT
lTnt'ortunately. rluring this
year's Rudget I-IpaT'ingls,
the
AF'HlO-A M
Society W(lS the·
vi('tim of an0ther all-out assault
hv small -minded S,G.A
. memhers and iratf' factions
or other organizations on {'ampus,
('omlllon ronRenSUR nmong fOOm('
S.G.A, memlwrs seems to tw that
the Afro- Am SO('. not only rippedoff the Slpdent Government. hut
also. the other eampus clubs. the
Administeration find ('very
d('ccnt AmeriC'an who f'VE'r
I'asised an nxe handle to huild
this great ('ountry of our's. (From
a hudget rqu'e;;t of O\'PI' $7,000.
wc· \\'('1'(' grudgingly IlwardC'd
$:!.!U.!l. )

The rardinal problems seJeInw;d 10 r(,5t not with the Afro-Am
n President
'but with the S.G.A :H; afunc2) Vice-President
and the
tioning insittitulion
3) Secretary
S.G,A. memhers as a vechicle to
4) Treasurer
carry out the doctrines of the
5) Four (4) SGA S!nators
S.G.A.
Rasically, there has to be a
If there are more than two
Nomination papers may be
r'easonable
degree of "harmony
nominations
for
anyone
office,
a
picked up now at the Student
tlnd
Fnderstanding"
hetween
primary
election
will
be
held
on
Union Information Booth. One
the "job" of the institution nnd
hundred class signatures are Fr:i,day october IS.
Candidates mllst be a day the" job" of the mf'mhers of the
required: on hundred and twentystudent
of Bridge~ater Statt, instit ution. Th ese t "'0 factions
five signatures are suggested.
College.
amd
must have paid should operate as on£'. Rpgret~
These papers must be teturned no
lably . this waR not thf' ('aRe with
his/her
SGA
fee
in fun.
later than October 16, at 5:00 pm.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lhe hudgM ht'arings.,. therr was
lin

harmony

Hnd "" ..11

WOl'Sf',

:(\1('1'(' WllS no 11I1d(ll·stllndjn~.

"'1('

,mo

oth('rs receive seven Illlnon'(
dollan, lotal , jfO a grofOs injustk'
lot hose students
of thos{
organizations and th't> students of
H.S.C. who attend their functions
lOOlll'ageolls statemPllt wOllld h(' ...
"\\'(' should takp a hard look at
l!lot IhE' ('luhR) bllt. Ih(' syslpm
tlUll ('aused IhE's(' nllegerl 'iniusliC'ps'."
II's childish 10
..;otnpho\\, ('amp:H'(1 and pit
Ilrganizalions :lgainst one nnoth('l'
in Iprms of money they rC'('C'ive.
rll(' Af'ro~Am is not working
'lgHinsf Hw ",Jewish. F'I'(,l1eh. nnd
n(ll'mnn ('UitW'f'S" as somf' ,,'ollld
hnvp you Iwli('vP. htlt only ns
<ll1otlwr organization nn ('amptls
with dpfinitt' ~oals nnd rom·
mitm£'nts.
(~('orge Slllherhmrl
in his nrtir1e. has RlH'('('eded in
only douding the rea) i::::Rue hv
,'('fering to other {'ultllrn I groups
ilnd their contributions to
I\nwrican life.
It's ohvio1ls that
nne of th(l k(lY prohlt'ms with the
S.n.A. is the altitudes of som(' of
its memhers. (the attitudes of the
nwmhers helVE' to he brought in
harmony with the dodrin(' of the
Association.) F.quaHy important.
is the idea Ihat many Student
Government procedures them·
selves should h(' "Rt'considered".
and lRsUy. Ihe cost of living heing
what it is ... more money should
som('how he <ll/oC'atf'>d to the
S.G.A. hudget. Mayhe this will
restore many of us io thE' ranks of
Human ht'ingR onre amlin. THE:
TIMP. TO ACT IS NOW.
StephE:'n ProphE't
('lass of '7fi

" f
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BEARS MAUL· MARINERS, 32-6
Summary of
Game' Statistics

by Kevin Hanron
Before
C:l
sun-drenched
Parents' Day crowd of 2000 at
College Stadium, the Bridgewater
Stall' Il('ars' offt"nst" camt" alive

BEARS

last Saturday and wt'nt on to flink
Maint' Maritinlt' by a S(,Oft' of 32-

15
FIRST DOWNS--Total.. .......
12
Rushing ........................
3
Passing ........................
0
Penalties ......................
51
RUSHING--Attempts ...........
262
Yards gained ................
3
Yards lost.. .................
259
Net yards gained ..........
PASSING-~Yards gained....... 77
!}.
P asses attempted ..........
3
Completed .................
Had intercepted ............
TOTAL OFFENSE--Yards .... 336
Plays passing & rushing .... 60
Average gain per play ....... 5.6
PUNTING--No. of punts .......
3
Punting average ............. 27.6
Punts returned ..............
3
Yards returned ..............
40
KICKOFFS--No. returned ..
2
Yards returned .............
:16
PENALTIES-Number......
8
Yards penalized ....-. .......
60
FUMBLES-Number ... ~ .....
2
Fumbles~lost. ....... _.. ~....
2

ft. Bl'idg('watt'r's offt'nsive line
continually oprnnd up huge gaps
for QB Paul Brt'nnan, fullback
St('Vt' Washkt"vich and tailback
Mal'C Kt'rbl(', whilt> onc(' again
thl' Bt'ars' strong d('ft'ust' forced
IlUlllt"l"OUS tm·uovt'rs.

It didn't take Bridgewater long
to point the Mariners downwind,
as they opened up the scoring with
only 1: 15 elapsed in the first
quarter. Maine had elected to
receive the opening kickoff, but
fumbled on its own 1n-yd. line. It
Steve Washkeivch raises hands triumphantly after catching 11
took the explosive Marc Kerble
yard touchdown pass.
Photo by Barbara Tobin
just 2 plays to reach the end zone,
and Jose Soares made good the
with Wright passing to slotback
returning the favor, coughing the
extra point, putting BSC in front,
Guy Levan 'for the 2-pt. conball up on the 44. Maine again
7-0.
version, putting the Bf'ars out in
moved the ball down to the 20 with
When Maine got the han hack,
front, I R-O.
a first down, but the Bears'
they threatened to retaliate on the
The game progressed without
defense stood tall, stopping the
running of Al and George Lay, but
any real excitement until late in
drive on the 15, and the Bears took
the
latter
fumbled
on
the thrid quarter. With about 4 (lVer on downs.
Bridgewater's 44-yd. line, turning
minutes Jeft, defensive end Fran
Wi th a third down and 3 to go on
the ball over to the Bears for the
Dwyer
re overed
another
his own 22, QB Paul Brennan
2nd time. On the second play
Maritime fumble at the 5 of
unleashed another explosive play,
from scrimmage, Brennan took
Maine, and a IS-yd. pf'rsonal foul
this time taking the ball all the
off on a keeper to the :19 of Maine.
penalty hrought thf' han down to
way down the right side of the
The
running
of
Kt'rble,
tht" :lO. Then Brennan provt>d that
field for a touchdown at 7: 56 of the
Washkevich and Brennan brought
lightning can strike twice in the
4th quarter. The kick was again
the ball down to the 9. but an offsame place. hitting Wright for
"up and ·good tl , and Bri~gewater
side penalty <the first of several)
touchdown pass with 4:16 left.
was home free 32-0.
and an overthrown pass intended The kick was "liP and good",
The Mariners' quarterback,
for tight end Bob KE'nney stalled
putting Bridgewater safely in
Rotsko, did score on a 2-yd.
the drive, and Bridgewater had to
front, 25-0.
plunge with 2:42 left in the game,
:->ettie for a 25-yd. field goal by
Following the kickoff, the
but it was much too late to make
.Jose Soares.
Mariners strong halfback, Al Lay,
any difference, and the Bears
Maine came back with another spearheaded a Maine rlrive to the
ended up with a 32-6 win.
scoring threat late in the first
Bears' 25. But as the 4th quarter
quarter. After penetrating to the
,opened, yet another fumble was
BEAR FACTS--The 32-6 win was
Bridgewater 14-yd. line, defensive .. recovered hy Fran Dwyer at the
Bridgewater's most decisive in its
tackle Bill Nixon of Peabody and
:IO-yd. line. Bridgewater could
12 meetings
with
Maine
,iunior linebacker Mark Hayer
only move 11 yards before
Maritime, and it was only their
dropped Maine quarterback
Brent Rotsko hack at the 20. On
2nd down, Nixon (whoplayed a
great gamelforced a had pass,
and on the next play defensive end
Fran Dwyer drove Rotsko hack
nnce again to the :W, (lnding the
(hr·eat.
After the Bears took over in the
second qUal·ter. Brenmm threw
L
the hit of 2 bomhs to split end
Brllce Wright. who w('nt 40 yds. to
4
0
Curry College
Mairw's 2S-yd. line. Rut the {It'ive
stopped there on 4th oown with an
3
0
Nichols
ineomplete pass intended for
Hru('p Wr'ight at the 10. Wright
had run into orw of Maritime's
2
0
Plymouth Slate
otherwise ohscur(' odensive
hacks, prompting the crowo to
2
1
Bridgewater State
('all for an int('rference penalty
thtlt wal'm't r('ally deserved.
Boston State
2
1
After Maine could do nothing
with the ball, the Bpurs' trio of
1
Kprblp, Washkevirh and Brennan
2
Mass. Maritime
again ran thp ball oeep inn
lVlal'itl('r i<"n'itOl'Y, hut on('(' again
3
Framingham State
0
a Bl'idg('wHtrr thn'at f('11 short on
cUh down, this tinH" at til(' 4-yd.
0
3
New Haven
lim' .
However, the Beal's were not to
lw stopped. and <lft<"r MailH'
4
0
Maine Maritime
IHllItNl out to its nwn :1,1. til(' fi('al'
tI'io of bat'ks :lgn in took full advantagl' of til(' gaping holes
Last Week's Results:
CJ'f'at('d in th(' I('ft sidl' of thl' linc

4th win over the Mariners since
the series began in 1960. Perhaps
it is partial revenge for the 40-0
and 47-0 whitewashings the Bears
suffered in 1960 and' 1963,
respectively . . . Paul Brennan
was very impressive at QB for the
Bears, adding a new dimension to .
the running game and shwing
some passing ability. . . Once
again, the Bears had many
penalties called against them,

MARINERS
15
12
1
2

64
223
76
147
53
15'
5
0

200
79
2.5

4
32.7
2
-5
5

55
4

30
4

4

and against a better team it could
have caused trouble._. .'I'hi,$L
Saturday, the Bears . travel jo~
Framingham State for a.1:3o
game.
Although winless"
Framingham has . put up a
stubborn battle with each of its
opponents, and should test tIte
In their only
BSC defense.
previous meeting, the Bears
defeated the, Rams last year by a
score of 27-19.

New England Football wnference Standings
W

hy

hH'kles Rich

FJor(,I1(,(,

and

guard Chul'k Toh('y. Th(' scoring,
wus ace mplisht'd on nn l1-yd.
pass
from
RI'(,IlIHll1
to
Washkt·vil'h. who was wide op('n
at til(' goallhH', llulking the S('OI'(,
H,-f),

BRIDGEWATER STATE
MAINE MARITIME.

32'

CURRY COLLEGE
FRAMINGHAM STATE

19
14

T

PF

PA

Pet.

cO

76

22

1.000

1

88

28

1.000

1

46

19

1.000

0

49 -

20

.667

0

46

46

.b67

0

27

60

.333

0

43

65-

.000

0

0

45

.000

0

20

90

.000

NICHOLS
BOSTON

6

STATE

33
0

MASS MARITIME
NEW HAVEN

21

0

Th(' PAT kick was fak('d.~.~~_ .... -~~_""'''~1te~
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POWDER ,PUFF FOOTBAU
W. R. A. andW. H. O. are going to
sponsor a powder puff football
game on Fri., Nov. I for
Homecoming Weekend. Any
woman on campus can sign up to
play. Sign -up sheets will he placed
at the Hill, the Student Union, the
Gym and Boyden Hall on Oct •. 24.
Come, have ~good time. and lend
your spirit to homecoming

WORLD

Woman's

CAMPUS

Tennis

AFLOAT

Rolls On
The BSC Woman's tennis team
has continued their winning ways
by defeating Wheaton College last
Friday by a score of 3 to 2. The
girls just barely pulled this match
out as they won a doubles match
with a tie breaker in the final set.
Topping their victory Over
Wheaton. BSC met Regis College
on Monday and rolled to an .asy
victory of 5 to O. Tht' teams
I'ecord now stands at fi wins and 0
.Ioss{'s as they begin til(> second
half of the season. Next match
will b(' Thursday Oct. 17th vs
('ul"I'y ('olleg<' at homf'". Kf'ep up
til(' good work gil-Is,

doubles
Gail· Butterfield & LeeAnn
Deslauriers BSC lost to Barb
Shippee &Peg Solberg
Bea Guilmette &Pam Paquette
BSC defeated Kim Bryan & Linda
Weissinen 6-3, 4-6. 7-6
BSC vs Regis College
singles:
Rosie Griffin defeated Linda
Reed 6-0, 6-3
Pat DeCoste d f. ated Diane

WRA Intramurals
Golf Oinic
You'll sail in February
with the ship your class~
room and the world your
campus ..• combining accredIted studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA - join them! Financial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.

('ota 6-1. 6-2

Results:
BSC vs Wheaton College
singles:
Rosie Griffin BSC defeated Nancy
.Jackson 6-4. 6-2
Pat DeCoste BSC defeated Sue
Elwell
{j-4, 6-1
Sue Donaldson BSC lost to
Georgia Freswick 0-6, 2-6

Barb Stevens defeated Maura
6-1, 6-0
Mu!cany
Doubles:
F~llen Malloy & Carol Norton BSC
defeated K~-lthy Kendrick &Mary
Bergeron 2-6. 6-4. 6-4
Gail Butterfield & LeeAnn
Deslauiers BSC defeated Dede

WCA r Chapman College

Box F, Oran~e, CA 92666

Free Golf Oinic to be h~ld on
Wednesday October 16th meet at
shed behind tennis courts. If rain,
meet in Kelly Gym lobby All those
interested please sign up t the
hulletin hoard outside the pool.
All are welcome

W·R·A· announces a new schedule of Intra m uraIs scheduled to begin Wednesday October 2nd.
For any activities. held off campus, your BSC identification card will be required.
All these activities are ~for WOMEN.~~ly :unless otherwise indicated.
The W'R'A' ~~kes care of the financial costs at the scheduled "times.
J[owever, you must provide your own transportation to "the !lctivities.
I

Monday
Afternoons:

Tuesday

Wednesday

Bowling

Golf

Bowling

AT
ACADEMY BOWL
BRIDGEWATER
3-5 p.m.

AT
PINE VALLEY
BROCKTON
3-5
<NO EQUTPMENT AVAILABLE)

Thursday
Hor$eback Riding
. AT

AT
ACADEMY BOWL

DARBEL STABLES
MEET IN LOBBY

(3-5)

2:45
3:45
<6 PEOPLE RIDE FOR EACH HR.)

Horseback

Golf

Ri~ing

'Golf

AT
DARBEL STABLES
BRIDGEWATER
MEET IN LOBBY OF GYM.
2:45(6 PEOPLE RIDE FOR 1
HR.)
3:45 (6 PEOPLE RIDE FOR 1
HH.)
YOLT PROVIDE THE TRANSPORTATION
TO STABLF.:S.

AT
PINE VALLEY GOLF CLUB
BROCKTON
CI-5)
EQUI"PMf:NT IS AVATLABLE
AT EQUIPMENT {{OOM TN
KELLEY GYMNASIUM.
DIRECTIONS
TO
PINE
VALLEY
AVAILABLE IN. GYM.

Biking
AROUND

AT
PINE VALLEY

BRIDGEWATER ARE'A

(3-51

(3-5)

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

MEET IN GYM LOBBY
PROVIDE YOUR OWN
BIKE. THERE ARE
SOME AVAILABLE

AT S.U.

Evenings:

TIfF~SR ACTIVITIES ARE OPEN FOf{ )-<~VF.RY GIRL ON CAM P(1S!

LEAVE THEM ON OUR INTRAMURAL

,. KATIE, MASO·N .... ,.",'

',,',.'.'

'.'.'.'

•.•

WATCH

RULLITEN BOARDS AND GYM LORRY FOR NOTICES

ANYONE HAVING SUGGESTIONS OR IDEAS FQ.R ACTIVITIES ARE WELCOME

BULLITEN BOARD IN THE GYM (OUT· SIDE POOL) OR CONTACT ANNE MCGOWAN OR
"l

# ••, •••.•

IN
SMALL GYM
7:30- 9:00pm
(CO-ED)

IN
SMALL GYM
(j:OO- 7:07:30 pm

TN
SMALL GYM
7: :{O-9: OOpm
THIS IS A CO-ED ACTIVITY

REGUARDING SPECIAL INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES.

Badminton

Floor Hockey

Badminton

'
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FORD'S
Boston Globe

TAX
SURCHARGE- One-year· 5 percent surcharge on corporate taxes
and on portion of taxes paid by
families who ("arn more than
$15,000 and by indi- viduals earning more than $7500 in 1975,
would raise estimated $4.7 billion.
OTHER T AXES- Increase
investment tax credits from 7
percent to 10 per- cent; allow
corporations to deduct dividends'
paid on preferred stocks.
EMPLOYMENTTwo-stem
program' to extend unemployment insurance benefits by 13
weeks and create additional
public service jobs whenever
unemploy- ment exceeds 6 percent nationally.

I,In
. d a Johnson
Edited by• Amt'Jia Palladino and
<

B~ston G obe Whether to
call Federal marshals into Boston
to help, enforce' desegregation of
HOUSING- Provide $3 billion
public schools~s a decision for the
for mortgage purchases to
Federa1 judge who ordered the
finance about 100,- 000 homes. .
desegre- gation. W, Arthur
ENERGY-Reduce foreign oil
Garrity. Jr.
imports by one million barrels per
Whether to mobilize the
day by end of 1975 through variety
of conservation measures and J Massachusetts Naional Glfard to
other,
steps,
including help with the en- fOr'cem'ent is
deregulation of natural gas· 'heresponsibility of Gov. Francis
supplies and relaxation of some Sargent.
. environment al laws: eliminate
Whether to send in the US
by 1980 oil-fired plants from I Army is the prerogatiVe.
nation's base-loaded electrical ultimately. of Gerald Ford.
Federal marshals or Army
capacity.
troops
making arrests in civil
FOOD- Remove remaining
in would lodge Federal
disorders
acreage limitations on rice,
charges,
.
whereas local police
peanuts and cotton; allocate all
arrests
for
the same acts would'
fertilizer supplies supplies to
result
only
in statecriminal
enable farmers "to produce to full
charges,
often
of minor narure.a
capacity. "
JUSTICE Dept. spokesman said.

PROPOSALS

SHORTS·····
In talking about the coverage
. which THE COMMENT provides.
we felt we were lacking adequate
articles on a National and State
scope. In an attempt to give the
BSC community an over-view of
what's going on. we have begun
this feature. It does not attempt
to make up for a daily newspaper,
but rather to give a quick
reference to things that have
happened during the Dast week.
Enjoy!
EDITORS,

-.----------------_.1

autocratic. Vndl'r prf'sent law,
there is no limit on how long the
dirf'ctor may Sf'rv{'. .J. Edgar
Hoover st'rv('d as FBI director
from 1924 until his death in 1972.

Boston Globe

AMERICAN
MOTORS CORP .announced that
1975 model cars and jeep vehicles
will carry price tags nearly $400
above comparable 1974 models-$100 higher than originally
PRESIDENT FORD pla1)s to
planned. In addition. prices on
make a significant change in the
selected options have been increased $15 on a weigted average format of his next news conference, a spokesman said. Ford
basis.
will allow each reporter he
recpgnices to ask an initial
question,
then follow up with
THE SENATE passed a bill, 700, to limit th~ director of the FBI aother that is dirf'ct-'ly relat{'d.
to a single IO-year term. The The spokesman said n('wsm('n
measure is intendpd both to who want to pose follow up
protect t he FBI director from questions would simply r{'main on
undue pressures by his superiors their feet and b(' rf'cogniz('d a
H('rf'- tofo'r(',
and to prevent him from second tim('.
becoming too inde- pendent or n~wsmen gt'nt'rally hav{' been
limited to Of)t' question.

A & T BIK1fSHOPS Inc.
Motobecane

w

Only $119.95

Secretary of State Henrv
Kissinger is determined. to co~
trive a military stalemate in the
Middle East to pave the way for a
negotia ted compromise, CBSdiploma tic correspondent
Marvin Kalb said last night. Kalb
said he believes that Kissinger
will "put the heat on Israel to
compromise but will never sell
out Israel."
Meanwhile, as Kissinger
prepares to depart tomorrow for
the Mideast, Kalb said one of his
central goals will be to distract
the Arabs in an effort to opel!
negotia tions:

30 day free se~ice!!!

. Raleigh

. DuraAee

o

Araya

Line of Parts and' Accessories

.Suntour .Simplex . Bellweather
"Cannondale and many other
.
Expert Repairs on all Make Bikes

25 Central Square

Bridgewater
. 697-3090

* * **

51 N. Main St.
Brockton
583·5545

Kissinger will seek increased
oil production with lower prices
from Saudi Arabia, Kalb said, andwhile trying to stay "one step
ahead of catastrophe", he will try
to convince the Arabs that it is in
their best interests to compromise with Israel.
Although Kissinger's image'
has been"sev~rely tarnished" in
the past few months K alb said the
Secretary of State deserves to
stay in office to pursue his central
goals. However, K alb helieves
that recent attacks on Kissinger
have been healthy for American
democracy.
.

17
10

Curry College
Boston State

21
17

Plymouth State
New Haven

25

Colby
Maine

o

27

£;0 liege

8

Maritime

UMass
Boston ~ Uni,?ersity

* Fully ass~mhled; fully tuned, fully guaranteed.

AIMS

Bridgewater State
Framingham State

Fuji

"Vlsta" 10 speed
-center pull brakes w/safety levers
·Suntour Derailler-VGT
-Alloy hubs, alloy kickstand
-Reflector kit Irattrap reftector
. pedals
-~addtd saddle

KISSINGER MIDEAST

College Football Predictions

WELOOMES .BACK THE STUDENT BOD

Complet~

.
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24
7
(

Northeastern

22

Ale

17

Boston
College
William & Mary--,

42
6

Holy Cross
Colgate

17

Nichols
Trenton State

21
14

Last

week:
Season:

7

6 right, 3 wrong, .667 Pet.
18 right, 8 .wrong, .692 Pet.

